
Dehiscence classification after vertical and horizontal augmentation 
at the example of Yxoss® CBR

Objectives:
In challenging defects the use of customized CAD/CAM scaffolds is considered as a minimally invasive and time-efficient procedure
(Yxoss® CBR ReOss). Intraoperatively the meshes are installed by using a mixture of autogenous bone graft and Bio-OSS®
particles. Dehiscences remain a clinical relevant issue of the technique, which in most of the cases can still be successfully handled.
The aim of this study is to identify factors, which are associated with successful healing or graft failure.

Methods:
The data of 36 Yxoss CBR patients all treated at Facelook Concept (02/2017-08/018), were captured for the descriptive statistic
analysis (Tab.1). All patients had a K2/3 e/I defect (referring to CCARD- Cologne Classification of Alveolar Ridge Defect) and were treated
according to the guidelines for the use of Yxoss® CBR (ReOss GmbH, Filderstadt, Germany). Xenogenous bone particles
(Bio Oss®, Geistlich, Wolhusen, Switzerland) were used as bone substitutes combined with autogeneous bone gained by
safescraper®. Soft tissue was closed entirely by using a crestal approach and split flap technique.

Conclusions:
The time of mesh exposure seems to have different reasons and consequences. A classification into short-term (I), medium-term
(II), and long-term (III) appearing dehiscences might be reasonable. Class I exposures combined with infections are more critically
than class II or III dehiscences. Class I dehiscences have more surgical reasons such as difficult tissue management, thin biotype,
swelling and infections. With increasing expertise the percentage of class I dehiscences seems to decline. Class II dehiscences are
especially caused by soft tissue contraction. Class III dehiscences are caused by mechanical reasons such as prosthesis or tongue
pressure or friction caused by food. The installation of vacuum formed trays might not only be a prevention tool (avoids seroma and
swelling) but also a therapy option for dehiscences. Despite the high amount of mesh exposures (41%) the overall success never was
influenced. The earlier dehiscences occur, the more critical they are. The later the exposure appears, the easier it can be handled.
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Tab.1: Clinical outcomes of healing process and Dehicences (seperated to maxilla and manible)  

Results:
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implants

(2,1)
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